Progressive Axonal Dysfunction Precedes Development of Neuropathy in Type 2 Diabetes
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To evaluate the development of diabetic neuropathy, the current study examined changes in peripheral axonal function. Nerve excitability techniques were undertaken in 108 type 2 diabetic patients with nerve conduction studies (NCS), HbA1c, levels, and total neuropathy score (TNS). Patients were categorized into two cohorts: patients with diabetes without neuropathy (DWN group [n = 56]) and patients with diabetes with neuropathy (DN group [n = 52]) and further into severity grade 0 (TNS 0–1 [n = 55]), grade 1 (TNS 2–8 [n = 42]), and grade 2/3 (TNS 9–24 [n = 51]). Results revealed that the DWN group had a significantly increased threshold, prolonged latency, and changes in excitability parameters compared with age-matched control subjects. Patients with neuropathy demonstrated significant alteration in recovery cycle parameters and depolarizing threshold electrotonus. Within the DWN cohort, there were significant correlations between HbA1c level and latency and subexcitability, whereas the estimated glomerular filtration rate and HbA1c correlated with superexcitability in patients with neuropathy. Furthermore, excitability parameters became progressively more abnormal with increasing clinical severity. These results suggest a spectrum of excitability abnormalities in patients with diabetes and that early axonal dysfunction may be detected prior to the development of neuropathy. As progressive changes in excitability parameters correlated to neuropathy severity, excitability testing may provide a biomarker of the early development and severity of diabetic neuropathy, providing insights into the pathophysiological mechanisms producing axonal dysfunction. Diabetes 61:1592-1598, 2012

The prevalence of diabetes has increased dramatically in the last three decades (1) and currently affects an estimated 285–347 million people worldwide (1,2). Neuropathy remains one of the most common and troubling complications of diabetes, affecting up to 50% of all patients (3,4). The development of neuropathy greatly increases the morbidity of diabetes and significantly affects quality of life (5,6). Typically presenting as a distal sensorimotor polyneuropathy, diabetic neuropathy produces prominent symptoms, including neuropathic pain, numbness, tingling, weakness, and balance problems. Furthermore, in addition to neuropathic symptoms, the secondary complications may lead to serious further morbidity including ulceration, fractures, amputations, and even death (7,8).

The pathophysiology underlying the development of diabetic neuropathy remains unclear but has been linked to multiple metabolic and neurovascular factors (9–12). Glycemic control and glycated hemoglobin levels correlate with the incidence of neuropathy, and tight glycemic control may slow progression of diabetic neuropathy (13–15). However, glycemic control alone is not sufficient to account for the development of neuropathy, and a range of other factors may contribute, including accumulation of advanced glycation end products, reductions in blood flow, and oxidative stress (12,14). Given the high risk of morbidity arising from diabetic neuropathy, early detection and intervention is crucial prior to the onset of neuropathic symptoms. However, neuropathy in diabetic patients remains underdiagnosed, and early identification is problematic (15). Conventional nerve conduction studies (NCS) have been demonstrated to lack sensitivity to change, particularly in early neuropathy (17–19).

Nerve excitability techniques have been established as a tool to assess axonal ion channel function and membrane potential (20). Recent studies have established an abnormal nerve excitability profile in patients with established diabetic neuropathy (21–23). However, the utility of nerve excitability techniques in detecting early pathophysiological changes in diabetic nerves and assisting in early intervention for diabetic patients at risk for neuropathy has not yet been determined. The aim of the current study was to identify if early changes in nerve excitability profiles occurred prior to the development of clinical diabetic symptoms in patients with diabetes, to explore the potential of such techniques as a biomarker of early axonal dysfunction in diabetes.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Clinical assessment and neurophysiological investigations were undertaken in 108 type 2 diabetic patients. We excluded patients with evidence of carpal tunnel syndrome or cervical radiculopathy determined by NCS or cervical spine imaging. Patients undergoing hemodialysis also were excluded. Patients were recruited from the Prince of Wales Hospital, Sydney, Australia, and the Wan Fang Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan. In addition, nerve excitability properties were recorded from a cohort of 30 age- and sex-matched healthy control subjects (HC group), who had no clinical or neurophysiological evidence of a peripheral nerve disorder, to compare with diabetic patients. Informed consent to the procedures was obtained from all subjects. This was approved by the Joint Institutional Review Board Committee of Wan Fang Hospital and the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of New South Wales and the South Eastern Sydney Area Health Service Human Research Ethics Committee. The studies were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Clinical assessment and neuropathy grading. Patients were classified into two groups based on their neuropathy status: diabetic patients without neuropathy (DWN group) and diabetic patients with neuropathy (DN group). This classification was based on neurophysiological and clinical features. For neurophysiological analysis, criterion 3 of the nerve conduction criteria for the diagnosis of diabetic neuropathy derived from the American Academy of Neurology diagnostic criteria was used (24). According to criterion 3, nerve conduction studies were considered abnormal if there were two abnormal nerve conduction results in two separate nerves, one of which was the sural
nerve. Abnormal studies were defined as outside the normative range for amplitude, latency, or conduction velocity, as defined by normative values per center. NCS were undertaken as per routine clinical practice, assessing the median, ulnar, peroneal, tibial, and sural nerves using standard clinical neuropathology equipment.

To assess clinical symptoms, a standard neurologic examination was undertaken, comprising assessment of sensory and motor symptoms, evaluation of deep tendon reflexes, muscle strength, and sensory function, including pinprick and vibration sensibility. If patients demonstrated clinical symptoms of neuropathy as determined by clinical assessment or if NCS results were abnormal according to criterion 3, patients were classified into the DN cohort.

Patients also were classified into neuropathy grades using the composite total neuropathy score (TNS) (25). A reduced version of the TNS was used (26), comprising eight categories, each graded from 0 to 4, for a total score range of 0–32 points. Categories included the extent and severity of sensory and motor symptom reports, assessment of deep tendon reflexes, muscle strength testing, vibration sensibility (128-Hz tuning fork), pinprick sensibility, and tibial and sural nerve amplitudes, with 0 corresponding to no dysfunction and 4 to severe dysfunction. Patients were grouped into three groups based on TNS scores, corresponding to neuropathy severity: grade 0 with no neuropathy (TNS score 0–1), grade 1 with mild neuropathy (TNS score 2–8), and grade 2/3 with moderate/severe neuropathy (TNS score 9–24). Routine blood tests were undertaken to obtain values of glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) and estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), within 3 months of the date of nerve assessment.

Nerve excitability measurement and parameters. Nerve excitability studies were undertaken on the median nerve, stimulating over the median nerve at the wrist and recording compound muscle action potentials (CMAPs) from the abductor pollicis brevis, as per previously detailed protocols (20). A stimulus current was applied using an isolated linear bipolar constant-current stimulator (DSS; Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, U.K.). Stimulation and recording were controlled by software (QTracP version 9; Institute of Neurology, London, U.K.) using the multiple excitability protocol, TRONDF. The changes in current required to produce a target potential corresponding to 40% of the maximal CMAP were tracked (20). Latency was defined as the time delay (ms) between stimulus onset and peak CMAP response. Skin temperature was monitored at the site of stimulation and was maintained at ~32°C. The TRONDF protocol incorporated the following measures: 1) a stimulus-response curve; 2) threshold electronous (TE) utilizing subthreshold 100-ms polarizing currents in both depolarizing (TEd; +40%) and hyperpolarizing (TEH; −40%) directions to alter the potential difference across the internodal membrane; and 3) recovery cycle using a paired pulse paradigm with a supramaximal conditioning stimulus followed by a test stimulus at interstimulus intervals of 2 to 200 ms to assess the characteristic excitability changes following an impulse (20). The relative refractory period (RRP) was measured as the duration at which threshold change recovered to its control value, superexcitability as the maximal threshold reduction, and subexcitability as the maximal threshold increase after an interstimulus interval of 10 ms.

Data and statistical analysis. Data are presented as means ± SEM. P values ≤0.05 were considered significant. Independent t tests (two tailed) or one-way ANOVA with Dunnett t post hoc tests were used to compare groups as appropriate. Pearson R or Spearman ρ, depending on the normality (Lilliefors) correlation coefficients, were used to assess the relationship of excitability parameters and clinical markers. QTracP (Institute of Neurology) and SPSS (version 19; IBM, New York, NY) software packages were used for data analysis.

RESULTS
The demographic and clinical profiles of 108 diabetic patients are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1. In total, 52 patients were classified with neuropathy (DN group) and 56 were classified without neuropathy (DWN group). DWN patients were all graded with either none or mild clinical signs of neuropathy (35 patients were classified as grade 0; 21 were classified as grade 1), whereas DN patients were all clinically classified as having mild or moderate/severe neuropathy (21 patients were classified as grade 1; 31 were classified as grade 2 or 3).

Early changes in axonal excitability in diabetes. In comparison with healthy control subjects, there were alterations in several nerve excitability parameters in diabetic patients without neuropathy (Table 2). The stimulus required to produce a response of 50% maximal CMAP (P < 0.005) and the rheobase (P < 0.005) were significantly increased, indicating that the threshold of the nerve had increased. Differences also were noted in TE (Table 2), with reductions in a number of parameters consistent with decreased accommodation to polarization (27) (TEH [overshoot] P < 0.005; TEd [10–20 ms] P < 0.05). In the recovery cycle, superexcitability was significantly decreased (P < 0.05). Likewise, nerve excitability studies identified the same pattern of early abnormalities in patients classified with no clinical symptoms (grade 0), with significantly increased threshold (4.7 ± 1.1 mA; P < 0.01) and rheobase (3.1 ± 1.1 mA; P < 0.01) and reductions in depolarizing TE (TEd 10–20 ms, 67.6 ± 1.1%; P < 0.05) and superexcitability (−23.0 ± 1.0%; P < 0.01). These findings suggest that nerve excitability parameters may be more sensitive to preclinical changes in diabetic nerves than traditional NCS or clinical scales.

Progressive excitability changes in diabetes. There was a progressive trend of changes between the excitability profiles of healthy control subjects and DWN and DN patients (Fig. 2). The stimulus-response curve was significantly shifted to the right (P < 0.05) (Fig. 2A and Table 2), indicating that nerves were progressively more difficult to activate. The rheobasic current increased, demonstrated by the steeper slope of the strength-duration relationship, also indicating that a greater current was required to elicit the target potential as neuropathy progressed (P < 0.05) (Fig. 2B). There also was less change in the profile of TE waveforms (Fig. 2C), demonstrating less accommodation to polarization as the severity of neuropathy increased and “flattening” of the recovery cycle curves (superexcitability; P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2D).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Demographic and clinical profile of diabetic patients, divided into neuropathy severity grades according to TNS and compared with healthy control subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy control subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c (%)</td>
<td>58.1 ± 1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR (mV)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sural amplitude (mV)</td>
<td>14.7 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sural NCV (m/s)</td>
<td>43.6 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median amplitude (mV)</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median NCV (m/s)</td>
<td>55.9 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median TNS</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are means ± SEM. *P < 0.05 as compared to HC group.
Clinical severity scores and axonal excitability parameters. To determine the changes in excitability parameters with increasing clinical severity of neuropathy, diabetic patients were compared on the basis of TNS scores. Some parameters only were significantly altered in patients with moderate/severe neuropathy, as compared with healthy control subjects, including increased latency (P < 0.005; HC group: 7.0 ± 0.3 ms; grade 2/3: 8.1 ± 0.2 ms; Dunnett \( tP < 0.005 \)) (Fig. 3A) and prolonged RRP (P < 0.005; HC group: 3.1 ± 1.0 ms; grade 2/3: 3.4 ± 1.0 ms; Dunnett \( tP < 0.05 \)) (Fig. 2F).

However, there were some excitability parameters that changed in a gradual, stepwise fashion with increasing severity of neuropathy. First, in the recovery cycle, changes in supereexcitability seemed the most sensitive (Fig. 3C), demonstrating a significant difference between healthy control subjects and diabetic patients with no clinical neuropathy (HC group: \(-26.4 \pm 0.7\%\); grade 0: \(-23.0 \pm 1.0\%\); Dunnett \( tP < 0.05 \)). Supereexcitability demonstrated additional sequential abnormalities in patients with mild (grade 1: \(-22.7 \pm 0.8\%\) Dunnett \( tP < 0.05 \)) and moderate/severe neuropathy (grade 2/3: \(-20.8 \pm 1.1\%\) Dunnett \( tP < 0.0005 \)). Subexcitability also demonstrated stepwise changes between healthy control subjects and grade 1 and grade 2/3 patients (P < 0.05; HC group: 14.8 ± 0.8%; grade 1: 12.5 ± 0.6%; Dunnett \( tP < 0.05 \); grade 2/3: 10.9 ± 0.5%; Dunnett \( tP < 0.0005 \)) (Fig. 2D).

There also were sequential changes in the TE profile, for example early significant changes in TEh (overshoot) (P < 0.0005) (Fig. 2E), suggesting that diabetic nerves illustrated abnormal accommodation to polarization. TEh (overshoot) also was significantly different in the grade 0 group compared with healthy control subjects (HC group: 17.5 ± 0.9%; grade 0: 14.4 ± 0.8%; Dunnett \( tP < 0.01 \)) and progressively changed between grade 1 and grade 2/3 groups (grade 1: 13.4 ± 0.6%, Dunnett \( tP < 0.01 \); grade 2/3: 14.2 ± 0.6%, Dunnett \( tP > 0.005 \)). Other TE parameters were decreased as the severity of neuropathy increased (TEd (10–20 ms; \( F[3,134] = 5.119, P < 0.005 \)) (Fig. 2F). Taken together, these results demonstrated that significant early changes were present in both nodal (recovery cycle) and internodal (TE) properties of the diabetic axons.

Clinical correlations with axonal excitability parameters. In patients without neuropathy, there were significant correlations between HbA1c level and latency (correlation coefficient = 0.274; \( P < 0.05 \)) (Fig. 4A) and subexcitability (correlation coefficient = -0.328; \( P < 0.05 \)) (Fig. 4B). These results suggest that early-stage neurophysiological changes in DWN patients may be functional rather than structural. As such, it is possible that strict glycemic control in diabetic patients without neuropathy may enable these excitability changes to be reversed. However, patients with neuropathy demonstrated different correlations, where eGFR correlated with supereexcitability (correlation coefficient = -0.447; \( P < 0.01 \)).

DISCUSSION
The current study has established that nerve excitability techniques can detect early axonal dysfunction in diabetic patients with no clinical symptoms of neuropathy. These nerve excitability changes predate nerve conduction abnormalities in the early identification of neuropathy. A spectrum of nerve excitability changes were identified in patients with diabetes, with a consistent pattern of changes associated with the development of neuropathy, involving changes in threshold, rheobase, supereexcitability, and TE.
These results have revealed a progressive change in excitability parameters that correlated to neuropathy severity, suggesting that excitability testing may provide a biomarker in the early development and progression of diabetic neuropathy.

**Nerve excitability changes in preclinical and established diabetic neuropathy.** Previous studies of nerve excitability in diabetes have focused on patients with severe neuropathy, a condition where there is neurophysiologically documented axonal loss with sustained functional disability (21,22,28). As such, therapeutic interventions directed at this stage are unlikely to have significant benefits because of the development of axonal loss. It is noteworthy that the current study indicates that nerve excitability studies are able to identify markers of axonal dysfunction in diabetic patients without neuropathy. These abnormalities progressively worsened as the neuropathy developed and became more severe, suggesting a continuous spectrum of nerve dysfunction, from early preclinical abnormalities to severe and established clinical neuropathy.

The prominent nerve excitability abnormalities identified in the current study, reduced accommodation reflected in the TE waveform and reductions in superexcitability and subexcitability, are largely consistent with the nerve excitability profile of diabetic neuropathy in previous studies (21–23,28). These markers are largely indicative of change in membrane potential (27) and have been suggested to be related to sodium/potassium ATPase (Na’/K’ pump) dysfunction (22,28–30). Reduction in Na’/K’ pump activity has been identified in a number of experimental models of diabetic neuropathy, as a result of hyperglycemia and other metabolic factors (9,31–33) and related to increased levels of sorbitol with consequent myo-inositol depletion (9,31) and reduction in protein kinase C activation (34). It is noteworthy that such Na’/K’ pump abnormalities may be correctable with C-peptide replacement, suggesting potential therapeutic avenues (35).

Early detection of axonal dysfunction in patients with diabetes is of extreme importance both in clinical practice and to assist in further defining the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying diabetic nerve degeneration. Two previous studies have identified excitability changes in patients with early diabetic neuropathy as compared with healthy control subjects but have failed to find significant abnormalities in asymptomatic patients (23,36). However, significant reduction in the single parameter of subexcitability was identified in patients without clinical neuropathy, and it is possible that the smaller patient numbers and differences in the classification of neuropathy may explain the lack of other significant findings (23).

FIG. 3. Comparison of excitability findings between healthy control subjects and patients with diabetes (TNS grades 0, 1, and 2/3). A: Latency (ms) was significantly increased in grade 2/3 patients. B: RRP (ms) was prolonged in grade 2/3 patients. Recovery cycle parameters (C) superexcitability (%) and (D) subexcitability (%) demonstrated significant changes in all TNS grades. E: TEh (overshoot) was reduced in all TNS grades. F: TEd (10–20 ms) was reduced in patients with TNS grades 1 and 2/3. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.005; ***P < 0.0005.
The results from the current study suggest that early neurophysiological changes precede the development of clinical dysfunction and structural changes in peripheral axons. The long-term consequences of persistent Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\) pump dysfunction may lead to structural abnormalities and also may make the axon vulnerable to neurovascular and ischemic changes (37). Persistent changes in electrolyte concentration and membrane potential may precipitate a cascade of events resulting in axonal death as a result of concentration and membrane potential may precipitate ischemic changes (37). Persistent changes in electrolyte also may make the axon vulnerable to neurovascular and pump dysfunction may lead to structural abnormalities and related to microvascular changes. These gesting that the causes of axonal dysfunction also may be and nerve excitability abnormalities in the DN cohort, sug-

In contrast, correlations were demonstrated between eGFR in nerve function may be reversible with glycemic control. of the DN cohort, suggesting that early excitability changes .

From functional to structural damage in diabetic axons. Optimal control of blood glucose is known to be an important factor in preventing and reducing diabetic neuropathy and other complications (13–15,40). However, increasingly the role of neurovascular insufficiency and ischemic changes in the development of diabetic neuropathy have been indicated, and clearly, diabetic neuropathy is a multifactorial process (12). The current study identified correlations between HbA1c, and excitability parameters in the DWN cohort, suggesting that early excitability changes in nerve function may be reversible with glycemic control. In contrast, correlations were demonstrated between eGFR and nerve excitability abnormalities in the DN cohort, suggesting that the causes of axonal dysfunction also may be related to microvascular changes. These findings have demonstrated different association between hyperglycemic and microvascular variables may exist before and after the onset of diabetic neuropathy. Therefore, different treatment strategies may be required at different stages to prevent progression of neuropathy.

Relevance to clinical implications. Diabetic neuropathy is extremely complex and debilitating, and currently there is no effective treatment. Early detection of diabetic neuropathy and disease progression has been limited by a lack of sensitive assessment tools. However, nerve excitability techniques may show greater sensitivity to early axonal dysfunction than the traditional methods. Of importance, this present study has provided evidence of the significant correlation between HbA1c and nerve excitability parameters in a preneuropathic diabetic cohort, demonstrating the importance of glycemic control in reflecting changes in axonal function. This further emphasizes the necessity for clinicians to recognize diabetic patients at risk of neuropathy prior to the development of clinical symptoms. In addition, once patients have developed diabetic neuropathy, excitability parameters significantly correlated with eGFR, which may assist in explaining the close relationships of neuropathy and nephropathy in diabetic patients. Taken together, identification of early axonal changes will assist in the clinical trial setting to categorize diabetic patients who may benefit from treatment trials prior to the development of clinical symptoms and to monitor improvements in nerve function.
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